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ABSTRACT

A site for potential ground-water reserves lies in Cortaro Basin

just north of Tucson, Arizona where ground water flowing northward from

the Tucson Basin exits through Cortaro Narrows. Information concerning

the nature of the subsurface, including any possible obstructions to flow,

would aid in future land planning. Land subsidence is also related to

bedrock topography.

In the Basin and Range province, gravity analyses have been

useful in delineating the amount of basin fill and the alluvium-basement

contact. Data from several wells drilled in the Cortaro region by the

city of Tucson were used in the study. These wells had been geophysi-

cally logged, and the formation-density logs were used to determine the

in-place bulk density of subsurface formations. The resulting density

contrasts, which were used for modeling, are therefore more accurate

than is common in gravity studies done in the Tucson area.

An integrated geophysical approach, using subsurface geophys-

ical well logging and surface gravity and aeromagnetic data revealed

that Cortaro Basin is a deep, well-defined subsurface basin separate and

distinct from the Tucson Basin and that concealed bedrock defines the

edges of the basin where it is not bounded by mountains.

vii.



INTRODUCTION

More information about the Tucson water-supply potential is

desirable because of the current rapid growth of the metropolitan Tucson

area and the corresponding increase in water usage. New data on the

boundaries of previously explored areas help to delineate potential aqui-

fers. Interpretation of gravity data has been shown to be effective in

defining the contact between low-yielding basement rocks and the satu-

rated alluvial fill in the Basin and Range province in southern Arizona.

New methods of geophysical well logging supply more accurate informa-

tion on the density and character of the alluvial fill. A layered basin can

be modeled from a better knowledge of density contrasts.

Description of the Area 

Location

Cortaro Basin is located approximately 15 miles north of Tucson,

Arizona (Fig. 1). It is bounded by the Tucson Basin to the south. The

Tucson Mountains are its west border, and the Santa Catalina Mountains

lie to the east. The northern edge of the basin is adjacent to the Torto-

lita Mountains. The principal exit north of the basin is Cortaro Narrows.

Major streams are Canada del Oro, which has its headwaters in the

Santa Catalina Mountains, and the Santa Cruz River, which flows north-

ward from the Tucson Basin and leaves Cortaro Basin through Cortaro

Narrows.

1
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Ground Water 

As the city of Tucson expands, new subdivisions are built in

Cortaro Basin. Each subdivision must have an adequate supply of water.

A series of 12 test holes were drilled in Cortaro Basin and these show

that a very limited yield may be expected from the upper 800 feet. How-

ever, there may be some ground water in the deep part of the basin.

Cortaro Narrows is the exit for any ground water flowing north from the

Santa Cruz River to the Gila River. The width and depth of the Narrows

determine how much, if any, water flows north from the Tucson Basin.

Purpose and Scope 

The object of this thesis is to report on gravity and density

data collected in the Cortaro Basin area and to make interpretations

based on this information. Data obtained were reduced to complete

Bouguer anomalies, and a correction was applied to remove the regional

gravity field. Residual gravity anomalies remained and formed the basis

of interpretation of the major subsurface structural features. Additional

information from geophysical well logs was used in the modeling, and

a comparison of previously determined density contrasts with more ac-

curately determined present contrasts was made. The depth to basement

in the center of the basin and at both the north and south constricted

areas is relevant to ground-water exploration.

Previous Work

The U.S. Geological Survey has established many gravity sta-

tions in the Tucson area (Plouff, 1962). Many other stations were es-

tablished by students and faculty of The University of Arizona for the
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preparation of a complete Bouguer gravity map of the state of Arizona

(West and Sumner, 1973). Gravity data have been used and refined over

the past several years and covers much of the area surrounding Tucson

(West, 1970; Abuajamieh, 1966; Aiken and Sumner, 1974; R. W. Davis,

1967).

Geologic investigations in the Cortaro Basin area may be sepa-

rated into studies done on the surrounding mountains and studies done in

the basin alluvium. The geology of the Tucson Mountains was originally

described by Brown (1939) and later summarized by Mayo (1968). The

geology of the Santa Catalina Mountains was summarized by the Com-

mittee on Arid Lands (1969) for the International Conference on Arid

Lands in a Changing World. Geologic investigations of the Tortolita

Mountains are in progress at The University of Arizona (G. H. Davis

et al., in prep.).

Tucson is dependent on ground water to support its population,

and for this reason several large studies of the alluvium have been

completed (Abuajamieh, 1966; Davidson, 1973; R. W. Davis, 1967;

Maddox, 1960; Pashley, 1966). Each of these reports suffers from in-

sufficient data, and each new well drilled either in the Tucson Basin or

in Cortaro Basin gives much needed additional information.



DATA COLLECTION AND REDUCTION

Many gravity stations have been established in the area around

Tucson. Over most of the area there is a station density of more than

one per mile. Where the station density was less, more stations were

established. The data were reduced to complete Bouguer anomalies and

then corrected for the regional gradient.

Gravity Data 

Gravity Survey 

Ten stations were added to the XSIS files at The University of

Arizona. The program is documented by Schmidt, Aiken, and Sumner

(1973) and was used to store and reduce data for the complete Bouguer

anomaly map of Arizona (West and Sumner, 1973). These stations were

located along roads in an area bounded by I-10 on the west, Cortaro

Farm Road on the south, Thornydale Road on the east, and Tangerine

Road on the north. All but one of the stations were located at intersec-

tions which have known elevations given on U.S. Geological Survey

topographic maps. These 10 stations, in addition to the previous ones,

are shown on Figure 2 (in pocket).

Gravity Measurements

Gravity measurements were made with a LaCoste and Romberg

Model G gravimeter. The meter has a range of over 7,000 mgal and an

accuracy of + 0.01 mgal (LaCoste and Romberg, 1968). The gravimeter

5
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operates on the principle of a zero-length spring; its design is described

by West (1970), Dobrin (1960), and Parasnis (1972).

A gravimeter only measures relative changes in gravity, and for

this reason the survey must begin at a base station which has a known

gravity value. The University of Arizona gravity base station is located

outside Room 24 in the basement of the Geology Building. The observed

gravity of this station is 979,254.60 mgal (Sumner, 1965, p. 562).

The Cortaro Basin survey was begun by taking a reading at the

University of Arizona base station. The new stations were occupied and

measurements were taken at each one. The gravimeter dial reading, the

reading time, station location, and station elevation were recorded at

each stop. At the end of the survey, the last reading was taken at the

gravity base station.

Dial readings were converted to milligals and then corrected

for instrument drift and the effect of earth tides. Systematic errors may

arise from these corrections, but they usually do not exceed + 0.08

mgal (West, 1970).

Complete Bouguer Anomalies 

Near-surface density changes are only partly responsible for

the variations in the gravitational field over the earth. In order to model

depths of alluvium, changes in the density contrast between bedrock and

alluvium must be isolated from changes due to other regional contrasts.

Variations in gravity due to the earth's shape and rotation are

removed by subtracting the value for theoretical gravity as determined

by the following equation (Dobrin, 1960, p. 234) from the observed
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gravity:

g = 978, 049.0 (1 + 0.0052884 sin 2 S - 0.0000059 sin 2

where $ is the latitude. The value now refers to gravity on an ideal

sea-level ellipsoidal surface where g is the value of gravity in milli-

gals at a given latitude. A brief discussion of this development is given

by Garland (1965). Observed gravity values are not take on an ideal

geoid at sea level and therefore appropriate corrections must be made

(Dobrin, 1960; Parasnis, 1972).

Free-air Correction. The stations are not established at sea

level but at a set elevation above sea level. The gravity difference be-

tween sea level and a station at elevation h is approximately 0.094h

mgal, where h is in feet.

Bouquer Correction. Stations located above sea level are rest-

ing on a slab of material with a density p. This correction assumes that

the earth is homogeneous and parallel to the geoid at this elevation.

The gravity effect of this slab is- 0.01277p h mgal, where h is in feet

and p is in g/cm 3 .

Terrain Corrections. Terrain corrections are always added to

gravity values because they correct for material higher than the station

( a mountain) which opposes gravity. Terrain corrections are also used

to compensate for material that is missing and must be added. This situ-

ation arises where the local topography is lower than the station, such

as a valley. The actual topographic corrections were done using a pro-

gram developed by Plouff (1966).

Hammer (1939) developed a template and a correction chart.

Sandberg (1958) used Hammer's formula for an inclined plane, and his
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correction was used for the inner ring in the topographic corrections. If

there is a uniform topographic slope, the Hammer template and the in-

clined plane correction were used through ring H. Should the station be

on a valley or a mountain, the correction is doubled; and if it is on a

flat plain intersecting a hill, the correction is halved. Terrain correc-

tions were made for each station in Cortaro Basin, and for most of the

stations the correction was less than 0.01 mgal.

Regional terrain corrections were made on a middle and an outer

ring. Topographic maps to a distance of 60 km were digitized on a one

minute by one minute grid, and the average elevation of each square

was calculated. These elevations were input to the program and formed

the middle ring. The outer ring was digitized to a distance of 167 km on

a three minute by three minute grid and input into the program. A simple

Bouguer anomaly was obtained before topographic corrections were com-

piled. Through making corrections, complete Bouguer anomaly values

were generated and plotted. Figure 3 (in pocket) is the resulting com-

plete Bouguer anomaly map for the Cortaro Basin.

Possible Sources of Error. The value of the anomaly depends

on the station elevation, latitude, and terrain correction. Errors in

these values lead to corresponding errors in the complete Bouguer anom-

aly.

An error of Ah feet in the elevation of the station gives an error

of 0.060Ah in.the complete Bouguer anomaly (a combination of the free-

air and Bouguer corrections) (Dobrin, 1960, p. 189). This error may arise

from two sources. Variation between the ellipsoid of equation (1) and
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the station elevation which is determined from the geoid and the accur-

acy of the elevation reading. A complete discussion of the accuracy of

elevations taken from U.S. Geological Survey topographic maps is given

by West (1970). Station latitudes are also based on topographic maps.

According to West, errors due to inaccurate elevation control were 0.75

to 1.50 mgal; errors due to latitude were 0.023 mgal; and the accumula-

tive errors in terrain corrections were 0.1 mgal.

Well Log Data 

The city of Tucson drilled 12 test holes northwest of Tucson

and 10 of these were in Cortaro Basin. The holes were drilled by con-

ventional rotary methods. Well cuttings were accumulated at 10-foot

intervals, washed, and separated into clay, sand, and gravel fractions

In addition to the samples, each hole was geophysically logged. A com-

plete set of well logs consists of self-potential, resistivity (both lateral

and normal), caliper, dipmeter, temperature, acoustic, gamma ray, and

neutron surveys, and a formation density log. Davis and DeWiest (1966)

give a good summary of logging techniques.

Self-potential Log 

The self-potential of a formation is measured by lowering a

probe down the well hole. The difference in electrical potential between

the mud filtrate and formation water is measured. Figure 4 is a schematic

representation of the potential distribution around a permeable bed. The

difference in potential is the result of the electrokinetic movement of

the mud filtrate and the more important electrochemical movement of

cations and anions at formation boundaries. The greatest amount of



Fig. 4. Schematic representation of potential distribution--

from Schlumberger Well Surveying Corp. (1958, p. 24)
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electromotive force is generated at the boundary between the mud cake

and the formation water, and the potential is related to their chemical

activities. They are not measured directly but are related to the conduc-

tivities of the solutions and therefore to their resistivities.

Although a quantitative measure of self-potential is difficult, it

may be used qualitatively. The potential is greatest opposite permeable

beds. In unconsolidated sediments, the measured self-potential ap-

proaches the true formation self-potential where (1) beds are thick, (2)

the resistivity of the formation approaches the resistivity of the mud, (3)

the hole diameter is small, and (4) there is very little invasion of the

mud into the permeable formation (Schlumberger Well Surveying Corpora-

tion, 1958, p. 289).

Resistivity Log 

Resistivity is the property of a material to resist the flow of an

electric current. Probes are placed in the well and on the ground, and a

current is sent through the electrodes. The two basic arrangements are

lateral and normal (Fig. 5). Three logs are usually run, consisting of a

short normal (AM is 16 to 18 inches), a long normal (AM is 64 inches),

and a long lateral (AM is generally 18 feet 8 inches). The resistivity of

the beds is dependent on many factors. Among these are the salinity of

the water, the amount of water present, the porosity of the formation,

the arrangement of water channels, the mineralogy of the formation, and

the temperature of the water. As with the self-potential log, resistivity

logs are seldom used quantitatively. Laboratory results indicate that

resistive beds are shown thinner than they actually are by an amount
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equal to the AM spacing, and conductive beds are shown to be thicker

(Schlumberger Well Surveying Corp., 1958).

Caliper Log 

The caliper tool measures the diameter of the borehole and re-

cords any areas that are larger than normal. The alluvium is not uniform,

and the more porous and more loosely cemented material is washed out.

These areas often delineate water-bearing sands.

Dipmeter Log

The dipmeter uses three sets of electrodes arranged in a plane

and separated from each other by 120 degrees. It is a long, slender tool

having springs which guide it down the center of the borehole (Fig. 6).

Where bedding planes are inclined with respect to the borehole, the

three electrodes cross the boundary at different times. This tool is use-

ful in locating faults and correlating different strata (Schlumberger, Ltd.,

1970.

Temperature Log 

The temperature log records the temperature of the fluid in the

borehole. If the recording is linear, it reflects the geothermal gradient.

Flowing water is usually colder than static water, and a corresponding

drop in temperature occurs. The temperature log is easily and quickly

interpreted and is an aid in analyzing the other logs.

Acoustic Log 

A sound wave is sent from a sonde into a subsurface formation.

The returning wave identifies the elastic properties of the rock matrix,
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the porosity of the formation, and the fluid content and pressure. In un-

consolidated formations, in order to determine porosity, corrections must

be made for clay content, degree of compaction, and fluid content. The

minimum travel path through a formation (for holes up to 30 inches in

diameter) ranges from 30 inches in consolidated formations to 20 inches

in recent alluvium. The transit time ranges from 40 ps/ft in hard forma-

tions to 20 is/ft in soft formations (Tixier, Alger, and Doh, 1959).

A schematic of an acoustic sonde is shown in Figure 7. The

sonde is lowered into the well and is protected from the walls by bump-

ers. An acoustic pulse is emitted 20 times a second. The pulse travels

through the borehole fluid and the formation to the receiver. A change in

pressure is detected by the receiver, transformed to an electric signal.

which is carried by a cable to the surface where it is amplified and re-

corded on a cathode-ray oscilloscope. For Birdwell logs, those run by

the city of Tucson, this is transferred by a fiber optics system to a

photographic plate.

The transducer emits a compressional wave. As the wave

travels in the formation, it may remain a primary wave and be recorded

as such or it may be changed to a shear wave and finally be recorded

as a PsP wave (transverse waves cannot exist in a fluid). The informa-

tion recorded on an acoustic log is varied and for this reason its inter-

pretation is complex. The velocities of the primary and secondary waves

in the formation, the elastic properties of the formation, and the porosity

of the formation may be derived from the log (Myung and Sturdevent,

1970; Geyer and Myung, 1970; Birdwell Division, 1971).
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Gamma-ray Log 

High-energy gamma rays are spontaneously emitted by radio-

active elements, commonly from the uranium-thorium series or from

radioactive potassium. Gamma rays colliding with electrons lose energy

in each encounter. When sufficient energy has been lost, the ray is ab-

sorbed in the nucleus of an atom, which then emits an electron. For

gamma-ray logging, two assumptions are made. The energy of the radio-

active material per gram of formation is considered constant and the

density variations are assumed due to porosity and lithologic changes

rather than to the presence of elements with high atomic numbers.

The number of gamma rays absorbed is determined by using a

counter. The early counters were Geiger-Mueller counters, which used

a gas-filled tube with a cathode envelope with an axial wire electrode to

detect momentary current impulses caused by ionizing radiation. The

more recent counters are scintillation counter in which a phosphor emits

an electric impulse when struck by ionizing radiation which is recorded

by a photomultiplier. Since radioactive elements emit rays randomly,

these are statistically averaged over time to obtain an average reading.

For a formation emitting few gamma rays, a longer time is needed to ob-

tain an accurate reading than for a formation emitting many gamma rays.

The response at an interface is affected by the finite length of the coun-

ter, the time constant, and the logging speed. These three combine to

give an apparent formation boundary which is usually displaced upward

from the actual boundary.
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Neutron Log

High-energy neutrons (100,000 eV or more) are emitted from a

sonde. A neutron colliding with the nuclei in the formation loses the

most energy when it collides with a hydrogen nucleus approximately its

own mass. The neutron is slowed to epithermal energies (0.5 eV) and

enters thermal equilibrium with its surroundings (0.025 eV at 25°C).

After this, it does not lose more energy but is captured by a nucleus

which becomes excited and emits a gamma ray.

If there is much hydrogen present, many neutrons are captured;

if there is little hydrogen, few are captured. In water-bearing sediments,

the amount of hydrogen present is representative of the amount of water

present. In clean formations, that is, those not contaminated by clay,

the amount of hydrogen present is a function of porosity. If the forma-

tion is contaminated by clay, a lower count will be recorded.

Formation Density Log

A radioactive source that emits medium-energy gamma rays is

lowered into the well. These rays collide with electrons in the forma-

tion and then continue with diminished energy (Compton scattering).

The number of Compton-scattering collisions is related to the number of

electrons in the formation. A detailed description of gamma-ray inter-

actions in Compton scattering may be found in Tittman and Wahl (1965)

and Sayre (1963).

The scattering is directly related to the number of electrons in

the formation and is thus related to the true bulk density. The bulk den-

sity is related to the density of the rock matrix material, the formation
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porosity, and the density of the fluids filling the pores. Electron den-

sity is related to bulk density by the following equation (Schlumberger,

Ltd., 1972, p. 45):

Pe = pb (2Z/A)	 (2)

where

pe = electron density

Pb = actual bulk density

Z = atomic number (number of electrons per atom)

A = atomic weight (pb/A is proportional to the number of
atoms per cubic centimeter of the substance).

For a molecular substance (Schlumberger, Ltd., 1972, p. 45):

Pe = pb(Ez's/moi. wt.)
	

(3)

where

= sum of atomic numbers of atoms making up the molecule

mol. wt. = molecular weight.

For most formations, the bracketed quantities in equations (2) and (3)

are very close to unity.

Due to the sporadic nature of radioactivity, the results are

averaged over a 2, 3, or 4 second interval. The primary calibration

standard is a laboratory, fresh-water filled limestone with a high purity

and an accurately known density. When the tool is calibrated, the ap-

parent bulk density, pa , is related to the electron density, P e , by

(Schlumberger, Ltd., 1972, p. 45):

Pa = 1.0704p e - 0.1883.

If the well is more than 10 inches in diameter, a final borehole correction
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is needed. Figure 8 is a schematic of one type of formation-density log-

ging tool.

Field Procedure

Twelve test holes were drilled by the city of Tucson under the

Northwest Test Hole Project. Of these, 10 were in Cortaro Basin. Each

well was 7 5/8 inches in diameter and was drilled by conventional rotary

methods. The wells were geophysically logged, and most of them have a

set of well logs together with a sample log. Specific conductance read-

ings of the water and the mud filtrate were usually taken at 20-foot in-

tervals.

Density Data

The accuracy of a gravity analysis depends on accurate density

contrasts. Many bedrock samples have been measured in the Tucson

area, but the density of the basin fill has been open to conjecture.

Bouguer and topographic corrections depend on the density used, and

modeling relies on the accuracy of the density contrast.

Previous Work

Bedrock Densities. Many samples of the bedrock surrounding

Tucson have been taken. Bhuyan (1965) and Abuajamieh (1966) did two

of the early gravity analyses and used 2.67 g/cm 3 as the density of the

basement complex. Measurements of wet and dry densities for rocks

made by Sumner and Schnepfe (1966), West (1970), and R. W. Davis (1967)

indicate that the densities of the igneous, Mesozoic sedimentary, and

Precambrian metamorphic rocks may be set at 2.67 g/cm 3 . This density



Fig. 8. Schematic of a formation-density logging tool--from
Schlumberger, Ltd. (1972, p. 43)
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for bedrock has been used currently by Aiken (in prep.) and Aiken and

Sumner (1974).

Alluvium Densities. R. W. Davis (1967) measured the density

of core samples in three wells in the Tucson Basin. These densities

were based on laboratory measurements. The samples were brought to

the Laboratory of Geophysics, The University of Arizona, where they

were resaturated and measured. Abuajamieh (1966) and West (1970) col-

lected surface samples of Tertiary and Quaternary alluvial formations.

These two types of measurements are the basis for most gravity work.

However, densities of 2.2 g/cm 3 to 2.4 g/cm 3 have been used.

Formation-density Logs

The wells drilled by the city of Tucson were logged for forma-

tion density. The electron density of the formation is related to bulk

density and is recorded as such. The logs were run by the Birdwell

Division of Seismograph Service Corporation. A tool was lowered down

the hole, and the density was recorded in grams per cubic centimeter.

No borehole correction was necessary because the well diameter was

less than 10 inches (Birdwell Division, 1971). The deepest hole was

832 feet. The formation-density log gives accurate densities throughout

the length of the well.

According to the formation-density logs run on all the wells,

the upper 100 feet has a density of 1.85 g/cm 3 . From 100 to 200 feet,

the density is generally 2.00 g/cm 3 . This interval represents a second

layer. A third layer was seen throughout the basin from 200 to 600 feet,

and its density was about 2.20 g/cm 3 . The deepest wells revealed an
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even greater density of 2.38 g/cm 3 between 600 and 800 feet. These

density values are more accurate than older values and reveal the in-

place bulk density of the alluvial fill.

Errors in Formation-density Logs. As seen earlier, the density

log is calibrated using clean limestone, which is very different from the

clayey, unconsolidated sediments in the alluvium. Thus, a test of the

density logging technique in alluvial formations is desired. Healey (1970)

did an analysis of density logs for the U.S. Geological Survey. The test

site was in the Basin and Range province in Nevada. The well was drilled

through 4,400 feet of alluvium and 2,400 feet of Tertiary volcanics and

bottomed in the volcanics. A borehole gravimeter was lowered down sev-

eral wells. The results, which were corrected using Hammer's (1950) for-

mula, were used as input for a computer program to determine the in-

place bulk density.

Well UCe-18 was logged to a depth of 6,488 feet by both a

borehole gravimeter and a formation-density log (gamma-gamma density

log). A least squares curve was fitted to the log and to the borehole

gravimetry data, and the curves were compared (Fig. 9). The weighted

density value for the gravimeter data was 2.22 g/cm 3 , while the density

log gave 2.26 g/cm3. This agreement is very satisfactory and demon-

strates the basic validity of the density logging technique.

The formation-density log is affected by variations in the bore-

hole diameter. Even with this, the formation-density log results corre-

late with the in-place bulk density determined from the borehole

gravimeter in 97.5 percent of the readings. Figure 9 also gives a com-

parison of densities derived from drill-core samples. These are more

inaccurate than either the borehole gravimeter or formation-density log.

Again, a good agreement with the formation-density log is observed.
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Fig. 9. Interval densities calculated in place from borehole

gravity meter and density log data and laboratory analysis of core for

drill hole UCe-18, Hot Creek Valley, Nevada--from Healey (1970,

p. B56)



GEOLOGIC AND GROUND-WATER INVESTIGATIONS
IN THE CORTARO BASIN AREA

A brief, generalized description of Cortaro Basin and the sur-

rounding mountains is presented here. Additional information from the

Northwest Test Hole Project increases present knowledge of the allu-

vial fill.

Geology of Bedrock Areas 

Figure 2, a geologic map of Cortaro Basin, is a portion of a

map done by Davidson (1973) in a paper dealing with water resources in

the Tucson Basin. The area contains rocks ranging from Precambrian

metamorphic schist to Holocene unconsolidated sands and gravels.

Tucson Mountains

A study of the history of geologic investigations of the Tucson

Mountains was made by Mayo (1968), and much of the information on

the Paleozoic and Mesozoic formations is from that paper. The volcanic

rocks of the range were dated and analyzed by Damon (1968).

Older Precambrian Final Schist is found in the northern Tucson

Mountains where a thickness of at least 700 feet is exposed. At Twin

Peaks, 2,500 feet of Paleozoic sedimentary rocks are exposed. These

include the Cambrain Boisa Quartzite, Pima sandstone, Cochise forma-

tion, Abrigo formation, and Rincon limestone. Also present is the De-

vonian Martin Limestone, the Mississippian Escabrosa Limestone, and

the Pennsylvanian Naco Limestone.
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The three Mesozoic rock units are the Cretaceous volcanic

rocks, the Recreation redbeds, and the Amole arkose. The sedimentary

units are missing in the northern section of the Tucson Mountains, and

only the Cretaceous volcanics remain. The Mesozoic volcanics in the

southern mountains were dated at 56.8 m.y. by Damon (1968), but

those in the north at Safford Peak are too disturbed to be dated. These

volcanics may reach thicknesses in excess of 2,000 feet. The Tucson

Mountain Chaos is south of Cortaro Basin; its history is summarized by

Mayo (1968) and West (1970).

The Cenozoic history of the Safford Peak area is discussed by

Damon (1968). He reports that a fresh, unaltered sample from the Ceno-

zoic section above the Cretaceous volcanic rocks gave a potassium-

argon date of 38.5 + 1.2 m.y. The Cenozoic volcanic sequence begins

with the Rillito andesite and ends with the Safford dacite (24.5 + 0.8

m.y.). There are three volcanic units between these which have dates

of 26.3 + 1.3 m.y. and are considered contemporaneous.

There appear to have been two phases of magmatism in the

Tucson Mountains. The first was in the late Mesozoic-early Cenozoic

time, and the second was in the mid-Tertiary. The third major event in

the tectonic history of the northern Tucson Mountains was a general

tilting. "The entire section is tilted about 20 0 to the northeast which

demonstrates that major Basin and Range faulting occurred during post-

early Miocene time" (Damon, 1968, p. 13).
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Santa Catalina Mountains

An excellent summary of the geology of the Santa Catalina

Mountains was prepared by the Committee on Arid Lands (1969) for

field trip during the International Conference on Arid Lands in a Chang-

ing World. That part of the mountains bounding Cortaro Basin is also

described by McCullough (1963), Pashley (1966), and Peirce (1958).

The overall structure of the range is interpreted by these in-

vestigators as being a large, structurally complex, west-northwest--

oriented dome wherein the oldest rocks are the Precambrian Pinal Schist

and the Oracle granite. There is a sequence of sedimentary rocks begin-

ning with the Boisa Quartzite and ending with a Cretaceous sedimentary

formation. Well cuttings analyzed by Pashley (1966) and Davidson

(1973) indicate that there probably was a Mesozoic and early Tertiary

sequence of sedimentary rocks deposited which contained sandstone and

conglomerate.

According to Pashley (1966), the Pantano Formation was laid

down in the mid-Tertiary. Then, a regional compressional force from

the southeast caused folding, thrusting earlier Paleozoic rocks over the

Pantano. The projected Catalina fault became a plane of weakness along

which thrusting could occur.

Another theory expressed by Damon (1968) and the Committee

on Arid Lands (1969) is that the structure formed during the emplacement

of the Catalina granite. The emplacement has been dated at 27 m.y. by

Damon. This date correlates with the second phase of igneous activity

in the Tucson Mountains. Normal faulting now cuts the range and may

be a result of the emplacement of the granite (Committee on Arid Lands,
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1969) or may be the result of a changing stress pattern (Pashley, 1966).

Whatever the cause, the normal faults, such as the Catalina and the

Pirate, probably form the boundaries between the mountains and the

alluvial-filled valleys.

Tortolita Mountains 

Geologic investigation of the Tortolita Mountains has been

limited until very recently. An analysis of the range has been done at

the Department of Geosciences, The University of Arizona, and the re-

sults have been compiled in an as yet unpublished paper by G. H. Davis

et al. (in prep.). Most of the information on the Tortolita Mountains is

from that work.

The Tortolita rock sequence begins with an older Precambrian

gneiss and schist, which were derived from still older Precambrian sedi-

mentary and volcanic rocks. A potassium-argon date by Damon (1968)

indicates that there was a post-Cretaceous (26 m.y.) heating event

which transformed this earlier Precambrian schist into a granodiorite

gneiss. Not all the rocks were metamorphosed in the mid-Tertiary, and

some remnants of younger Precambrian sedimentary rocks of the Apache

Group remain. The Precambrian Pinal Schist, Apache Group, and the

metamorphosed granodiorite gneiss form the core of the range.

A porphyritic granite intrudes the east-central part of the Tor-

tolita Mountains. Along the boundaries of the granite are Paleozoic

sedimentary rocks consisting of units ranging from the Cambrian Abrigo

Formation to the Pennsylvanian-Permian Horquilla Limestone.
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Like the Santa Catalina Mountains, the Tortolita Mountains

appear to form a broad arch. The structure of the range is complex and is

currently being interpreted. The paper by G. H. Davis et al. (in prep.)

contains a detailed analysis of the structural properties of the various

litho logic units and of the entire range.

Geology of Cortaro Basin

Previous Work

Many of the theses and dissertations written at the Department

of Geosciences of The University of Arizona include information on the

basin fill of the Cortaro Basin. Detailed studies of the alluvium were

done by Abuajamieh (1966), R. W. Davis (1967), Maddox (1960), and

Pashley (1966). The most recent work is a paper by Davidson (1973).

The oldest beds in the alluvium were described by Pashley

(1966). These are the lower beds of his Rillito formation. They contain

fragments of granite, volcanics, quartzite, and limestone. Unlike all

other beds in the Tucson and Cortaro Basins, they contain no gneissic

fragments, implying that they were laid down before the gneissic core

of the Santa Catalina Mountains was exposed.

Davidson (1973) correlates the Pantano Formation with Pash-

ley's (1966) Type I Rillito beds. These are composed of strongly ce-

mented and interbedded conglomerate, sandstone, mudstone, gypsum

beds, and volcanic flows and tuffs. The volcanic rocks have been dated

at 24 to 28 m.y. (Davidson, 1973, p. 17), indicating that the formation

was deposited in the Oligocene, contemporaneously with the heating

event that produced the post-Cretaceous granite in the Tortolita
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and Santa Catalina Mountains and produced the Rillito ande site in the

Tucson Mountains. There are some fragments of Catalina gneiss present

in this formation, implying that the gneissic core of the Santa Catalina

Mountains was now exposed.

The origin of the Pantano Formation is in doubt. Pashley plotted

west-dipping cross-beds and believed that the formation was deposited

by streams that flowed northwest, west, and southwest. However,

Davidson (1973) proposed that mudflows, landslide breccias, and large

individual block landslides locate the center of deposition at Davidson

Canyon. He also believes that the mass of volcanics and lack of sedi-

ments of an equivalent age near the Tucson Mountains preclude a west-

ward regional drainage.

The Tinaja beds overlying the Pantano Formation are the equiva-

lent of Pashley's Types II and III Rillito beds. There are more gneissic

fragments in the Tinaja beds than in the Pantano Formation and no lime-

stone fragments are present. In the Sentinel Peak—Tumamoc Hill area

there are interbedded volcanic flows which were dated at 26 to 19 m.y.

(Davidson, 1973, p. 21). The Tinaja beds appear to be detrital filling in

a downthrown sedimentary basin having the same approximate boundaries

as at present. The increase in gneissic fragments indicates a rising

mountain range exposing an increasingly large area of Catalina gneiss.

Rillito Creek and Pantano Wash did not yet exist, because the deposits

extend from the Santa Cruz River to the Benson Highway.

The Fort Lowell Formation is locally derived and underlies the

present surface of Cortaro Basin. It is the equivalent of Pashley's

basin-fill deposits and rest unconformably on underlying units
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(Pashley's Rillito surface). They are weakly cemented, poorly sorted

sand, silt, and conglomeratic units composed mainly of Catalina gneiss.

According to Davidson, the formation is thickest in the center of the

Tucson Basin and thins toward Canada del Oro. It is locally faulted and

tilted.

The surficial deposits are of fluvial origin and are represented

by alluvial fans, sheet-flow deposits, and stream-channel deposits.

There are several terraces and terrace deposits, the youngest of which

are the present stream deposits.

Well Data 

Most of the information on the basin fill has come from well

data. A number of wells have been drilled in Cortaro Basin, but most of

them are shallow, with the majority being less than 500 feet deep. Gran-

ite and gneiss are found throughout the entire basin within the upper 200

feet. The sediments are poorly sorted and weakly cemented and are part

of the Fort Lowell Formation.

Below 200 feet, the lithology becomes more varied. This find-

ing may be the result of insufficient information because of fewer wells

or may be due to local depositional features or local faulting. Near the

Tucson Mountains, the amount of volcanics increases and the gneissic

fragments decrease or disappear. In the center of Cortaro Basin, the

fragments are predominantly granite, with some gneiss and sedimentary

rocks. The gneissic fragments decrease below 450 feet, and quartzite,

sandstone, and schist increase. In the vicinity of the Santa Catalina

Mountains, wells drilled to depth in excess of 200 feet encounter
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fragments of granite, gneiss, schist, and quartzite. As elsewhere in the

basin, the amount of gneiss decreases with increasing depth, although it

is still present at 700 feet in a well in sec. 26dad, T. 12 S., R. 13 E.

(Univer. of Arizona, Dept. of Soils, Water and Engineering, 1974-1975).

The Tinaja beds are locally derived and were deposited as the Catalina

gneiss was being exposed and lack limestone fragments (Davidson, 1973;

Pashley, 1966). Since the well cuttings between 200 and 400 feet lack

limestone fragments, they are considered a part of the Tinaja beds.

At a depth of 400 to 500 feet, two wells (City of Tucson NWTH

9 and NWTH 10, Fig. 2), located along the Tucson Mountains, encoun-

tered a mudstone bed. Since the Tinaja beds are lacking in mudstone

except along the basin axis, this mudstone bed may be a localized mud-

flow or may be the top of the Pantano Formation.

Information on the alluvium in Cortaro Basin is not dependent

only on well cuttings. Each well in the Northwest Test Hole Project was

geophysically logged. As discussed earlier, each geophysical log is

unique and reveals different properties. The self-potential and resis-

tivity logs were developed to use in consolidated formations and not in

unconsolidated alluvium. The scale used is from 0 to 50 ohm-meters

because the tool was designed to record large currents. The logs detect

the difference between a shale and a clean sandstone very clearly. A

more sensitive device that will record changes between 0 and 20 ohm-

meters is needed for unconsolidated sediments (R. P. Chagnon, oral

commun., 1974).

Much information can be obtained from the acoustic log be-

cause each formation has a distinctive graphic characteristic. If the
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same formation is encountered in different wells, its unique signature in

the primary and secondary waves can be recognized and the formation

traced. As this technique is further refined, it may be possible to calcu-

late Young's modulus and shear modulus for an unconsolidated formation

and from these the density and porosity.

The caliper log is a measure of the borehole diameter and in-

dicates areas of less compacted sediments. The temperature log usually

reveals the colder flowing water. In the Basin and Range province with

its many faults, a dipmeter is an invaluable tool. On the rare occasion

that a well penetrates a fault zone, the dipmeter log will indicate a

change in the attitude of the sediments from horizontal to a dip of 30 to

60 degrees or more.

The gamma-ray log is another log developed for use in consoli-

dated formations. In Cortaro Basin, this log does not readily distinguish

between clayey sediments and clean sediments for two reasons: (1) the

clays in Cortaro Basin appear to emit relatively few gamma rays and (2)

the granite debris present in the sandy and gravelly layers show in-

creased radioactivity (Schlumberger, Ltd., 1972). These two reasons

reinforce each other. The scale used is 20 x 10 3 API units, but a scale

of 20 x 10 -3 API units might yield information on the clay-sand boun-

daries. The same problems exist for the neutron log. The magnitude of

variations is small, but, in general, any reading over 30 neutron units

is considered to indicate water-bearing strata (R. P. Chagnon, oral

commun., 1974). Healey (1970) showed that the formation-density log

(gamma-gamma log) is accurate in alluvial fill.
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The use of this combination of geophysical logs reveals several

features present in Cortaro Basin. In the acoustic log for NWTH 3 (sec.

24dbd, T. 13 S., R. 13 E.), a formation with a distinctive geometric print

was found at 360 feet. A formation with the same distinctive print was

encountered at a depth of 730 feet in NWTH 2 (sec. 14dcb, T. 13 S., R.

13 E.), thus indicating a fault lying between the two wells.

NWTH 1, 5, 6, and 7 and production well Z-15 have both sim-

ilarities and differences. NWTH 8 exhibits little geophysical correlation

with the other wells, but the reason for this is not known. A possible

fault exists at the site of NWTH 5. At a depth of 290 feet, the attitude

of the strata changes from horizontal to 50 0 SW. and then returns to near

horizontal.

Both NWTH 9 and NWTH 10 encountered mudstone. The acous-

tic logs indicate that this is the same unit. The mudstone was seen at

510 feet in NWTH 9 and at 370 feet in NWTH 10. Such a discrepancy

cannot be explained by the 30-foot difference in collar elevations, and

a fault is inferred to lie between the two wells, a situation similar to

that found for NWTH 2 and NWTH 3.



INTERPRETATION

The information stored on a complete Bouguer anomaly map can-

not be fully utilized until it is subjected to suitable interpretation tech-

niques. Most geophysical investigations are, by their very nature,

nonunique. The degree of nonuniqueness is decreased each time a new

piece of information is included.

The primary purpose of the present study is to determine major

subsurface structural features through the interpretation of gravity data.

A secondary purpose is to check the accuracy of previously determined

density contrasts based on drill-core measurements, not on formation-

density logs. In order to make an interpretation, the gravity effect of

the sediments contained in Cortaro Basin must be known. A regional

residual separation must be done to remove deep-seated crustal effects.

Regional Residual Separation 

First Regional Separation 

A look at the complete Bouguer anomaly map in Figure 3 reveals

several features. A high over the Tucson Mountains grades into a low

centered over Canada del Oro and then returns to a high again over the

Santa Catalina Mountains. Lows can also be seen between the Santa

Catalina Mountains and the Tortolita Mountains and over the Tucson

Basin. Relatively strong gravity gradients occur on both sides of the

basin, decreasing toward the center.
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Profile B-B' (Fig. 10) is perpendicular to the axis of the basin.

The overall trend is a decrease from -97 mgal to - 110 mgal. This is a

regional trend, probably caused by deeper inhomogeneities in the earth's

crust, and this effect must be removed from effects resulting from the

alluvial fill. The regional trend may be removed by one of the following

three methods.

By-hand Method. One way of removing the regional trend is to

draw several intersecting profiles across the valley. The Bouguer pro-

files are plotted, and smooth regional curves are drawn from bedrock to

bedrock on each one. The values for the regional gravity are plotted on

a map and contoured. Residual values are obtained by subtracting the

complete Bouguer value from the regional curve.

Polynomial Surface Fitting. Polynomial surface fitting has an

advantage over hand-smoothed data in that a surface can be fitted to

the complete Bouguer value at each station. The regional surface must

fit a polynomial function of the form

y = ax2 + bx + c.	 (5)

This second-degree polynomial was used by Eaton, Peterson, and

Schumann (1972) in an analysis of the Luke Salt Body. In general, the

specific values are inputted, and a smooth polynomial surface is fitted

to them. The complete Bouguer values are subtracted from the regional

values to produce residuals.
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Double Fourier Series. A complex surface can be considered to

be the result of an interaction between two sets of sinusoidal wave forms

In a simple example taken from J. C. Davis (1973), all the harmonics in

one direction have an amplitude of zero and two harmonics are present in

the other direction with amplitudes greater than zero (Fig. 11a). A more

complex surface is generated by a single harmonic in one direction and a

single harmonic in the other (Fig. 11b).

If the fundamental wavelengths are shorter than the dimensions

of the map area, the Fourier series will repeat the map area. Although

the origin is chosen arbitrarily, the two fundamental wavelengths, M and

N, are chosen to exceed the map length.

The double Fourier series may be used for all data fitting the

equation (James, 1966, p. 1):

KC KC
F(U,V) =	 , CCii cos (27riU/M) cos (27rj V/N)

i=0 j=0

KC KC
+ 7 E cs i; cos (2-7TiU/M) sin (2 7rj VAN)

i=0 j=1

KS LC
+ 	  7 SC ii sin (27ri U/M) cos (27rj V/N)

i=1 j=1

KS LS
>/, 	SS 	(27riU/M) sin (27rj V/N)	 (6)
1=1 j=1

where

U = north-south coordinate axis increasing to the south with
origin at northern map edge

V = east-west axis increasing to the east with origin at west-
ern map edge



Single Fourier Surface

Double Fourier Surface

Fig. 11. Surfaces generated by a Fourier series—from J. C.
Davis (1973, p. 357).
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X(TJ ,V) = mapped variable

M = maximum U value plus one (fundamental wavelength in U
direction

N = maximum V value plus one (fundamental wavelength in V
direction

KC maximum cosine harmonic in V direction

LC maximum cosine harmonic in U direction.

If M is even, KG = M/2; KS = (M - 2)/2

If N is even, LC = N/2; LS = (N - 2)/2

If M is odd, KG = KS = (M - 1)/2

If N is odd, LC LS = (N - l)/2.

Coefficients of the series are CG1j, CSjj, SG, and SS.

If the data are placed on a grid, the series is linear with respect

to its coefficients and the least-squares method may be used to calculate

the coefficients. The matrix of the series is shown in Figure 12.

Two of the terms of the Fourier series are sin (2jV/N) and

sin (2iriU/M) (Davis, 1973, p. 362). If either i or j are equal to zero,

the sine is zero and the cosine is one. This simplifies the expression

because one row and one column are now eliminated (shaded portion on

Figure 12). Block O now contains only one term and produces a horizon-

tal plane at the value of that coefficient. Block I contains eight terms,

which represent the fundamental wavelength surface. Blocks O and I to-

gether represent the coefficients of the first harmonic trend surface.

Each successive surface is constructed by adding the terms in the next

block.

The residual gravity values were obtained from the complete

Bouguer value by using the double Fourier series twice. The programs
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used were X3DF and FRPTS; these were written by James (1966) and

modified by Whitten (1968) and Aiken (in prep.). Unlike the James

version, the fundamental wavelength was not the map length plus one

but rather 2.3 times the map distance. All complete Bouguer gravity

values were inputted into X3DF and the nine coefficients of the Fourier

series (Blocks 0 and 1 of Figure 12) were obtained. The nine coefficients

were inputted into FRPTS and a surface was fit to the data. This was the

regional surface which best fits all the complete Bouguer values. The

Bouguer values at the stations were subtracted from the regional values

at those points, and the first-order residual values were computed.

Next, the first-order residual bedrock stations were removed

and Fourier series coefficients were fitted to them. By doing this, the

gravity effect due to the sediments were minimized and a more accurate

set of coefficients from the regional surface was obtained. The second-

order Fourier coefficients were applied to the first-order residual values

and a second-order regional surface was generated. The first-order

residual values were subtracted from this surface and second-order

residual gravity values were obtained.

Both the second-order regional surface and the second-order

residual values were contoured (Figs. 13 and 14, in pocket). The

values on Figure 13 range from -92 mgal in the northwest to -122 mgal

in the southeast. On the residual gravity map (Fig. 14), there is a strong

low centered just west of Canada del Oro. Similar lows are over the

Tucson Basin and between the Tortolita and Santa Catalina Mountains.

The values along the mountain fronts exhibit steep gradients. The
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gravity values seem to converge in the vicinities of Profiles A-A' and

C-C '.

Second Regional Separation 

Although a double Fourier series was fitted to the complete

Bouguer anomaly, it did not totally remove the regional gravity trend

resulting from the mountain masses. The values along Profile A-A'

(Fig. 15a) range from near 0 mgal in the Tucson Mountains to 7 mgal in

the Tortolita Mountains. If the gravitational effect of the bedrock moun-

tains had been completely removed, the second-order residual values

should have been 0 mgal on both bedrock areas. A second regional

separation is required for total isolation of the gravitational effect of

the alluvial fill. This is done by hand fitting a smooth regional curve

from bedrock station to bedrock station. The final residual gravity values

are obtained by subtracting the second-order residual values from this

surface (Fig. 15b).

Densities

The residual regional separations have isolated the gravity

effect between the bedrock and the alluvium. Any further interpretation

depends on the density contrast between bedrock and basin fill. The

new data from the formation-density logs aid greatly in determining this

contrast.

Bedrock Density

The U.S. Geological Survey uses 2.67 g/cm 3 to determine topo-

graphic correlations (Plouff, 1962). This was also the density used to
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calculate the complete Bouguer anomalies. Bedrock densities have been

measured by West (1970), Spangler (1969), R. W. Davis (1967), and

Sumner and Schnepfe (1966). The average densities for Precambrian,

Paleozoic, and Mesozoic rocks are between 2.6 and 2.7 g/cm 3 ; 2.67

g/cm 3 was recently used by Aiken and Sumner (1974) and Aiken (in prep.).

Alluvial-fill Density 

A detailed study of density variations within the Tucson Basin

was completed by R. W. Davis (1967). He concluded that alluvium den-

sities range from 2.0 g/cm 3 at the surface to 2.5 g/cm 3 below 2,000

feet. He selected 2.27 g/cm 3 as the best average density, with a re-

sulting density contrast of -0.4 g/cm 3 . Although he included data from

acoustic and neutron logs, the densities were mainly based on measured

drill-core samples.

The other source of information on densities of alluvial fill is

derived from studying areas where the formation are exposed. Davis

measured densities of the Pantano Formation in areas where it was ex-

posed. West (1970) relied on Davis's density contrasts, and Spangler

(1969) used -0.37 g/cm 3 . Aiken and Sumner (1974) used -0.3 and -0.5

g/cm 3 .

On the basis of new information, more than one density con-

trast was used. Healey (1970) used both a borehole gravimeter and a

formation-density log in test well UCe-18 in the Basin and Range pro-

vince in Nevada. His data indicate that from 0 to 200 feet the density is

1 . 88 g/cm 3 , from 200 to 400 feet it is 2.01 g/cm3, and from 600 to 800

feet it is 2.11 g/cm 3 . Eaton et al. (1972) also used a gamma-gamma

log in the western Salt River Valley near Phoenix, Arizona. Their
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value for the alluvial density was higher, and from 0 to about 300 feet

averaged 2.1 g/cm 3 . From 300 to 600 feet, the density averaged approx-

imately 2.18 g/cm 3 .

Healey's study proved that the formation-density log is gener-

ally accurate. The alluvial density varies slightly laterally and vertical-

ly in Cortaro Basin, and the density contrasts chosen for interpretation

were derived from the log nearest the profile. A more realistic analysis

is accomplished when different densities are used in a basin that is

considered to be layered and not homogeneous.

Subsurface Structure 

Residual Gravity Map 

The residual gravity map (Fig. 14) represents the gravity effect

of the density contrast between the alluvium and bedrock. The map is

based on the observation that the average bedrock density is 2.67 g/cm 3

and was derived by means of a double Fourier series. A second regional

separation has not been done, so the residual values over bedrock are

not zero.

The center of Cortaro Basin may be located on the residual

gravity map just west of Canada del Oro. A deep basin is probably the

cause of a -14-mgal anomaly. The basin is bounded by steep gradients

near the Santa Catalina Mountains and is probably bounded by a steep

scarp on that side. West toward the Tucson Mountains, the gradient

Is much more gentle and the basement floor should be correspondingly

less steep. Immediately adjacent to the Tucson Mountains the gradient

increases and there is probably a fault.
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The residual values decrease southward in the basin until Pro-

file C-C' (Fig. 2) is reached. The values also seem to converge south-

west of NWTH 2. Basin depth is related to the magnitude of the anomaly;

therefore, NWTH 2 is located near the constricted south end of Cortaro

Basin where the alluvium should be correspondingly shallow.

A similar constriction is found to the northwest along Profile

A-A'. Near U.S. Geological Survey test hole GS-2, the residual anom-

alies are least, and this represents the shallowest portion of Cortaro

Basin. The area to the northwest is being studied by Davis et al. (in

prep.) and Budden (in prep.). Bedrock rises in this area and limits the

basin.

The constriction near NWTH 7 in T. 13 S., R. 12 E . is based

on several residual values. If the readings are not in error, a bedrock

mass is located close to the surface at this point. Cortaro Basin is a

fairly deep asymmetrical basin centered closer to the Santa Catalina

Mountains than to the Tucson Mountains. Bedrock approaches the sur-

face on the basin perimeters that are not bounded by mountains. Bedrock

constrictions probably restrict or direct the flow of ground water through

the basin. Where there are mountains in proximity, steep gravity grad-

ients imply steep slopes, which are probably normal faults.

Quantitative Depth Estimates

Analyses of gravity data are by nature nonunique. Gravitational

attraction between particles is defined as

g =G m/r 2 	(8)

where G = gravitational constant, m = mass of particle, and r = distance
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between particles. Any shape can give rise to the same gravitational

effect (Skeels, 1947). An accurate model of the subsurface requires the

use of detailed and accurate geologic information.

Modeling Program. A calculation of the depth from the surface

to the alluvium-bedrock interface requires use of a mathematical model.

The program used was written by West (1971), who had based it on a

paper by Bott (1960). The general theory is described by Morris and

Sultzback (1967), and most of the following discussion is taken from

their report.

In the Basin and Range province, the geologic structure is such

that a relatively simple computer model may be used to simulate an al-

luvial valley. A gravity profile is selected perpendicular to the first-

order residual trends. "The underground structure is assumed to be of

uniform cross section extending infinitely in the direction perpendicular

to the profile" (Morris and Sultzback, 1967, p. 635). Points over bed-

rock along the profile, the alluvium-bedrock contact, and the alluvium-

bedrock density contrast are specified. The subsurface is approximated

by a set of vertical rectangular strips. The effect of a Bouguer slab of

thickness h and of infinite horizontal extent is given by Dobrin (1960,

p. 175) as

g = 0.1277 Lph 	(9)

where Ap is the density contrast. The upper end of the first layer de-

fines the surface, and the lower end of the last layer defines the

bedrock—alluvium contact. The total length of the strips represents the

depth to bedrock. Each layer is divided into sections centered about a

residual gravity value.
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The anomaly due to each section is computed at the midpoint of

the section. This value is subtracted from the observed residual value.

The variation between the observed anomaly and the residual anomaly is

specified. If the variation in values at each point is less than the spec-

ified tolerance, the results are outputted. If not, the lower depth of the

last layer is adjusted and another anomaly value is calculated. If there

are an excessive number of iterations required to bring the variation

within the specified tolerance, the model may be a poor fit for the ac-

tual geologic situation.

Profile Analysis. Three gravity profiles across Cortaro Basin

were chosen for computer modeling: Profiles A-A', B-B', and C-C' (Fig.

16, in pocket). Profile A-A' crosses the northwestern outlet of the basin,

passing through U.S. Geological Survey test hole GS-2 and encountering

a Precambrian quartzite outcrop about 3 miles from point A. Well GS-2

was drilled to bedrock at a depth of 470 feet. The four bedrock points

provide excellent control for this profile. As mentioned earlier in this

chapter, the profile that was modeled was not the same as the one shown

on the residual gravity map (Fig. 14). The second regional separation

converts the large gap between +2 mgl and +3 mgal into a basinlike

structure (Fig. 15). The residual gravity profile (Fig. 16) indicates two

relatively small basin between points A and A' separated by the Precam-

brian quartzite.

Three density contrasts were used in the modeling: -0.3, -0.5,

and -0.6 g/cm 3 . Of these, -0.3 g/cm 3 gives the least accurate fit be-

cause it predicts bedrock at GS-2 at depths greater than 1,000 feet. A

600-foot depth is calculated for a density contrast of -0.5 g/cm 3 , but
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even this is too deep. The best fit is obtained by using a density con-

trast of -0.6 g/cm 3 , which predicts a bedrock at 480 feet in GS-2.

Bedrock was encountered at 470 feet. Using this density contrast on

the other side of the Precambrian quartzite gives a maximum depth to

basement of 500 feet. Thus the analysis of the residual gravity along

Profile A-A', confirmed by bedrock control, reveals two small, very

constricted basins. Figure 16a shows a fault scarp on the west side of

the profile separated from the Tucson Mountains by a small pediment.

All models show a sharp scarp on either side of the Precambrain quartz-

ite outcrop. Little, if any, pediment exists along the southern front of

the Tortolita Mountains, and the scarp here is steeper than that along

the Tucson Mountains.

Profile B-B' is drawn across the center of Cortaro Basin. Once

again, a second regional separation was performed on the residual data

before modeling. The residual gravity anomalies show a scarp along the

Tucson Mountains, then a gentle slope leading to the deepest part of the

basin, and finally, a steep slope along the Santa Catalina Mountains.

According to the model, The Tucson Mountains have a small pediment

adjacent to the scarp. There is a sleep slope to the center of the basin

located just west of Canada del Oro, which continued for 2.2 miles and

terminates abruptly at a scarp. The Santa Catalina mountain front has

been backweathered from the scarp to the present alluvium-bedrock

contact. The deepest part of Cortaro Basin is located closer to the

Santa Catalina Mountains, and the basin is downthrown more on the east

than on the west.
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Several density contrasts were modeled along Profile B-B'. The

profile passes through NWTH 10 and is close to NWTH 8. From the

formation-density log of NWTH 10 (Fig. 17, in pocket), the density of

the upper 100 feet of alluvium was set at 1.85 g/cm3. The average den-

sity from 100 to 200 feet was 2.10 g/cm 3 . The well was logged to a

depth of 480 feet, and the average density in the interval logged below

200 feet was 2.18 g/cm 3 . Resulting density contrasts for these intervals

were -0.82, -0.57, and -0.49 g/cm 3 . Several of the deeper test holes

encountered a more consolidated layer with an average density of 2.38

g/cm 3 and a density contrast of -0.29 g/cm 3 . Table 1 is a summary of

the densities derived from formation-density logs for wells in the basin.

Figure 16b shows three layered-earth models computed for Pro-

file B-B' on the basis of three density contrasts. Model BI for the

bedrock-alluvium contact was obtained by using data from the formation-

density logs from NWTH 10 and NWTH 8. These wells were shallow, and

the deep layer with a density of 2.38 g/cm 3 was not encountered. The

high density contrasts of -0.82, -0.57, and -0.49 g/cm 3 lead to an

interpretation of shallow bedrock structures.

NWTH 3 encountered a more dense layer at 360 feet, and

NWTH 2, drilled north of NWTH 3 and lying along line C-C', encoun-

tered the same dense layer at 730 feet. Line B-B' is north of NWTH 2,

and the wells NWTH 10 and NWTH 8 lying along it were not drilled deep

enough to encounter this dense layer. However, from the information

from NWTH 2 and NWTH 3 it would appear that the floor is sloping down-

ward as the center of the basin is approached. For this reason, Model

BII was computed using the density information derived from NWTH 10



Table 1. Subsurface densities derived from formation-density logs

Depth below Average
Surface Density

Well Location (feet) (g/cm3)

NWTH 1 D(13-13) lOccc 0-100 ?

100-200 2.10
200-300 2.20
300-600 2.30
600-800 2.38

NWTH 2 D(13-13) 14dcd 0-100 1.90
100-600 2.01
600-700 1.90
700-800 2.38

NWTH 3 D(13-13) 24dbd 0-100 2.00
100-200 2.20
200-350 2.26
350-600 2.38

NWTH 4 D(13-14) 34bbb 0-100 1.90
100-200 2.15
200-600 2.28

NWTH 5 D(13-13) 8acd 0-100 1.80
100-200 1.95
200-500 1.98

NWTH 6 D(13-13) 5cda 0-100 1.90
100-200 2.00
200-300 1.95
300-560 2.05

NWTH 7 D(13-12) labb 0-100 ?

100-200 2.00
200-400 2.15

NWTH 8 D(12-12) 25dbb 0-100 1.80
100-200 2.10
200-750 2.25

NWTH 9 D(12-12) 34bba 0-100 1.85
200-500 2.10
500-650 2.25

NWTH 10 D(12-12) 21ddd 0-100 1.85
100-200 2.10
200-480 2.18
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Table 1. Subsurface densities--Continued

Depth below Average
Surface Density

Well Location (feet) (g/cm 3 )

NWTH 11 D(13-14) 31ccc 0-100 2.05
100-600 2.10
600-650 2.34

NWTH 12 D(13-13) 20aaa 0-120 1.85
120-400 2.20
400-500 2.25
500-600 2.30

Z-15 D(13-13) 3cdb 0-100
100-200 2.00
200-300 1.85
300-600 2.05

CTH 1a 1)(13-13) 3cdb 0-400
400-700 2.10
700-850 2.20
850-900 2.40
900-1150 2.70

1150-1200 2.60
1200-1500
1500-1700 2.40
1700-1800

UCe -18 b Hot Creek Valley, 0-200 1.88
Nevada 200-400 2.01

600-800 2.11
800-1400 2.15

1400-1800 2.28
1800-4400 2.40

(c) Luke Salt Body, 0-300 2.10
Arizona 300-600 2.18

600-1000 2.40

a. These are drill-core samples. Data is not from a formation-
density log.

b. Data from Healey (1970).

C . Data from Eaton, Peterson, and Schumann (1972).
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and NINTH 8 and the knowledge that a deeper, more dense layer exists.

The depth to this dense layer was set at 800 feet for Model MI. For this

model the bedrock is interpreted to be farther below the surface than was

interpreted from Model BI and the depth of the basin exceeds 5,000 feet.

If the basin were subsiding over its entire length with concur-

rent deposition, it is reasonable to assume that the denser unit would be

found at a greater depth in the center of the basin than near the margin.

To test this assumption, Model Bill was calculated. In this model, the

depth to the denser layer was dropped from 800 to 1,200 feet, with a

corresponding rise in the bedrock. From Model Bill, the greatest depth

to bedrock in the Cortaro Basin would be 4,700 feet.

It is not known which of the three profiles is valid. Healey's

(1970) test sites showed that the density reached 2.4 g/cm 3 at a depth

of 1,400 feet. Densities of core samples from CTH 1 (Table 1), which

was drilled in 1966, were 2.35 g/cm 3 at 800 feet and 2.4 g/cm 3 from

there to 1,800 feet. This test hole located about 3 miles south of

Profile B-B' is the deepest well drilled in the area. Model BI is the

least accurate of the three models because every deep well drilled in

Cortaro Basin encountered a dense unit at a depth of 800 feet or less.

Models BII and Bill were computed taking into account this dense layer,

but which of these is the more correct depends on the depth and thick-

ness of this unit.

The third profile, C-C' (Fig. 16a), examines the constricted

southeastern edge of the basin. A second regional separation was per-

formed along the profile, and the resulting residual indicates a basin

whose deepest point is slightly nearer to the Santa Catalina Mountains
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than to the Tucson Mountains. A steeper gradients exists along the

Santa Catalina Mountains than along the Tucson Mountains.

One layered earth model was computed for Profile C-C' (Fig.

16c). This model was based on data from NWTH 2 in the center of the

profile. This well was drilled to a depth of 800 feet, and the density

contrasts from the formation-density log were -0.77 g/cm 3 for 0 to 100

feet, -0.66 g/cm 3 for 100 to 600 feet, -0.76 g/cm 3 for 600 to 730 feet,

and -0.29 g/cm 3 from 730 feet to bedrock. This models show a fairly

gentle slope along the Tucson Mountains and a scarp approximately 3.5

miles west of point C' in the Santa Catalina Mountains. The center of

the south end of Cortaro Basin is located about 5 miles east of the Tuc-

son Mountains at a depth of 1,750 feet. Although the southeastern

boundary along Profile C-C' is not as shallow as the northwestern

boundary (Profile A-A'), it may constrict ground-water flow below depths

of 1,800 feet. Should the water table in the Tucson Basin be lowered to

1,800 feet below the surface, Cortaro Basin will become a hydrologically

closed basin.

Cortaro Basin is probably a fault block basin with its center

west of Canada del Oro. The steepest scarps are located along the Santa

Catalina Mountains, with the largest vertical gradient along Profile B-B'.

The southeastern edge of the basin is bounded by a probable fault along

the Santa Catalina Mountains. A probable fault lies along the Tucson

Mountains, but it is not as steep and the pediment-scarp break is not as

as distinct. Northwest, the basin may be a closed hydrologic basin. Here

the depth to bedrock is at the most 500 feet and the basin is bounded by

scarps along the Tucson and Tortolita Mountains. In addition, an
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outcrop of Precambrian bedrock in the center of Profile A-A' is bounded

by steep scarps and thus the outlet to the basin is divided into two chan-

nels and the outflow is restricted even more. The only flow from Cortaro

Basin along Profile A-A' is in the upper 500 feet of the aquifer.

Density Comparisons. West (1970), Spangler (1969), and

R. W. Davis (1967) used a single density contrast based on their

studies. However, no wells have been drilled and logged in the Tucson

Basin to the extent done by Healey (1970), and values for the densities

of the deeper sediments are at present uncertain. For this reason, at

least two density contrasts are used for the modeling of each profile

(Aiken and Sumner, 1974), commonly -0.3 and -0.5 g/cm 3 .

A density contrast of -0.3 g/cm 3 is obviously inaccurate along

Profile A-A', where excellent bedrock control exists. A contrast of -0.5

g/cm 3 gives a closer fit, but the best subsurface model arises from us-

ing a -0.6 g/cm 3 density contrast. This high density contrast may arise

from two geologic conditions. The sediments in the shallow alluvium

are very loosely consolidated and there is little, if any, cementation

and compaction. Since Cortaro Basin contains aquifers, water with its

density of 1.0 g/cm 3 filling pores between the sedimentary particles

will cause a higher density contrast than calcium carbonate or silica

cement.

A layered alluvial fill was used for Model CI. The formation-

density log for NWTH 2 is basically accurate, and the model was based

on data from this log. A comparison of Model CI with the models derived

by using density contrasts of -0.3 and -0.5 g/cm 3 shows that Model CI

is most closely approximated by the model using -0.5 g/cm 3 . Had
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deeper wells been logged in the area, a better bedrock-alluvium contact

could have been obtained. The main uncertainty along this profile is the

possibility that denser layers may exist below 800 feet. Although neither

Healey (1970), working in Nevada, nor Eaton et al. (1972), working near

Phoenix, report densities greater than 2.40 g/cm 3 , each sedimentary

basin has its own geologic history and Cortaro Basin may not exhibit the

same density profile as other basins in the Basin and Range province.

Logs from deeper wells are required to determine the density profile of

the Cortaro Basin.

Along Profile B-B', depth in the center of Cortaro Basin is un-

certain. Using only data obtained from the formation-density log from

NWTH 10 (Model BI), the layered basin is approximated by a model de-

rived from a -0.5 g/cm 3 density contrast. It does not seem geologically

feasible that the entire basin should consist of very loosely consolidated

and lightly cemented and compacted sediments. A layer with a density

of 2.38 g/cm 3 was encountered at about 800 feet in CTH 1 and NWTH 2.

Model BII uses the densities derived from the formation-density logs,

as in Model BI, and adds the density encountered at 800 feet. Model BII

fits the model derived from using a -0.3 g/cm3 density contrast and the

depth to basement is interpreted as being over 5,000 feet. Because a

density contrast of -0.3 g/cm 3 has been thought to be more accurate in

deep basins in southeastern Arizona (Aiken and Sumner, 1974), Model

BII and the model derived from using a -0.3 g/cm3 density contrast

should represent more closely the true basement-alluvium contact.

Model Bill was computed with the most dense layer located at a depth of
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1,200 feet rather than at 800 feet as in Model BII. From Model Bill,

which may be approximated by a model derived from using a density con-

trast of -0.4 g/cm 3 , the greatest depth to bedrock in the basin is in-

terpreted to be 4,700 feet.

Information obtained from the formation-density logs may be

approximated by density contrasts representing a homogeneous sedimen-

tary basin. A better fit to give a more accurate interpretation of the

geologic structure will be obtained only when formation-density logs are

available from deeper wells. Until then, -0.6 g/cm 3 is the best approx-

imation for very shallow areas, -0.5 g/cm 3 may be used in areas with

depths ranging from 1,000 to 2,000 feet, and for basins extending deeper

than 2,000 feet, density contrasts of -0.3 to -0.4 g/cm 3 should be

used. The choice of the best contrast depends on the geologic and well

data control.

Aeromagnetic Data

The U.S. Geological Survey ran aeromagnetic flight lines flown

at an altitude of 500 feet above ground level over part of the Cortaro

Basin (Dempsey, 1952). Flight lines flown this close to the surface

emphasize effects due to the topography (Marsh, 1971), as well as

anomalies derived from the basement-alluvium interface. Another survey

over the southern portion of the basin was completed by Sauck, Sumner,

and Christensen (1971). An excellent summary of the correlation between

geology, gravity, and aeromagnetics is found in Aiken and Sumner (1974).

The large magnetic high shown in Figure 18 (in pocket) to the

west of Cortaro Basin is due to the volcanic rocks of the Tucson
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Mountains. Magnetic highs in southern Arizona generally arise from

large areas of granitic intrusive rocks. In general, the larger the anom-

aly, the close to the surface the bedrock lies, although this relationship

is not a rule in other regions. Using this local generalization, the mag-

netic contours indicate that bedrock along Profile A-A' is relatively close

to the surface.

Another feature of interest is located along Profile B-B' (Fig.

2). The magnetic contour values decrease over the deepest part of Cor-

taro Basin. However, a magnetic low is located north and east of the

residual gravity low. It is difficult to define Cortaro Basin on the basis

of magnetic anomalies because the data do not continue to the Santa

Catalina Mountains. Also, the best depth estimates from magnetic data

would be obtained from a wavelength analysis, since longer anomaly

wavelengths indicate greater basement depths. However, it is best to

use the original profile data for such a study, and unfortunately these

records are not available for this type of analysis.



CONCLUSIONS

Cortaro Basin is a typical Basin and Range block-faulted struc-

ture. Analysis of gravity data reveals a large downdropped structure in

the basin, which is probably 5,000 feet deep near the Santa Catalina

Mountains. The steep residual gravity gradients on the margins of the

basin delineate steep scarps which are probably normal faults. The

basin is constricted on the northwest and southeast outlets by uplifted

blocks of basement rocks. The steepest scarps lie along the Santa Cata-

lina Mountains, with more gentle slopes next to the Tucson Mountains.

In the search for ground water for the Tucson area, Cortaro

Basin may soon be utilized. The higher density basin-fill material

would appear to preclude good aquifers at depth. The basin is deep and

could be considered to have a large storage capacity except that the

sediments are probably cemented and compacted.

Also of interest in ground-water exploration is the nature of

the entrance and exit to Cortaro Basin. The southeastern entrance, which

contains the Santa Cruz River, is not a very deep channel. The base-

ment of the Tucson Basin, which reaches great depths under the city of

Tucson, rises toward the entrance to Cortaro Basin. Only that water that

is above 1,700 feet may readily flow from one basin to the other. This

higher block separates and delineates the two distinct areas of the Cor-

taro Basin and the Tucson Basin.

Of even greater significance is the northwest exit from Cortaro

Basin through which the Santa Cruz River flows. The extreme relief

60
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makes Cortaro Basin a closed hydrologic basin. Only water within 500

feet of the surface now flows from the basin, and this water is restricted

to two relatively narrow channels on either side of the outcropping Pre-

cambrian quartzite. Should the water table in the basin drop to a depth

of 300 feet, the alluvium remaining below this depth is divided into two

very narrow channels, with most of the flow of water running through the

depression closest to the Tucson Mountains. If Cortaro Basin becomes

a closed hydrologic basin, the water flowing from the Tucson Basin

would be dammed there and there would be little subsurface flow from

the Tucson Basin northward.

This interpretation is based on an analysis of gravity data. The

many uncertainties inherent in the nature of geophysical exploration

make it desirable to have as much geological and geophysical control as

possible. The analysis of Profile A-A' (Fig. 16) was correlated with

aeromagnetic data and supplemented with data from a well drilled into

basement bedrock.

Profile B-B' (Fig. 16) shows the importance of geophysical and

geological control. Aeromagnetic data confirm that there is a basin at

that location, but better correlation is desired. If no wells have been

drilled in an area, any gravity analysis is subject to errors. Should

drill cores exist upon which density measurements have been made, the

control is better and the estimates of the depth to bedrock are more

accurate.

The most desirable way of making a gravity analysis is not to

rely on gravity data alone but to use an integrated geophysical approach.

Several wells should be drilled in the area of interest and preferably one
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of these should be drilled to bedrock. The drill holes should be geo-

physically logged with every available borehole tool. These logs reveal

important subsurface geological and hydrological data and provide the

necessary controls for any gravity analysis. If a gravity survey is to be

run across an area of interest, no test well should be capped until a

formation-density log has been run. The accuracy of gravity profiles in

determining the bedrock-alluvium contact relies on detailed, precise

density determinations.

The sediments in Cortaro Basin are not uniform but change with

depth from very poorly consolidated to well cemented and compacted.

This is a realistic geologic situation and is reflected in increasing den-

sities with depth. A better depth to bedrock estimate and a better reso-

lution of subsurface basement structures could have been made along

Profiles B-B' and C-C' (Fig. 16), if the wells had been drilled and logged

deeper. However, the information obtained revealed Cortaro Basin to be

a deep basin, separate and distinct from the Tucson Basin, and con-

stricted at the northwest and southeast ends.

An analysis of the area north of Cortaro Narrows would help in

a better definition of the nature of the Narrows. Also, a reexamination

of the gravity data in the Tucson Basin, using new geophysical well logs,

would give more accurate estimates of depth to bedrock.
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